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FILE NUMBER: 65-11449 (CROSS REFERENCES)
Subject: Charles Augustus Lindbergh

File No. Cross References
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice

Post Office Box 812
Chicago, Illinois
April 16, 1941

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Attention: Technical Laboratory

SUBJECT:
LOCAL LOAN CO., ET AL.,
Victim
Extortion

Dear Sir:

Transmitted herewith for document and fingerprint examination are the following items:

Envelope addressed "Local Loan Co 2045 W. Ashland Ave Chicago", postmarked "65 Chicago, Illinois, 1 A.M., April 12, 1941", bearing a two-cent postage-due stamp cancelled April 10, 1941. Accompanying it is a typewritten letter dated Chicago, April 10, 1941, commencing, "you are notified to put up fifty thousand dollars, etc.", signed, "The terrible American First Committees R. Wood R. McCormick Thos. Hamond Mary Leach Elizabth Dilla Senators B. Wheeler C. W. Brooks Chas. Lindbergh Chairman". This letter bears four red swastikas and seven emblems of the Communist Party upon its face.
It is specifically requested that any latent fingerprints on either of the above communications be compared with all other latents previously developed.

Very truly yours,

W. S. DEVEREAUX

W. S. DEVEREAUX H
Special Agent in Charge

JRF/JP
9-43
\underline{Inc}le.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

Do: Unknown Subjects
Local Loan Co., 12 Al., Woodlawn
Examination.

Lab. # 46130
File # 9-3285-133
9-3-38-133

Examination requested by: Chicago
Date of reference communication: 3/14/31
Date blocked: 4/12/31 Est
Examination requested: Document-Fingerprint
Result of examination: Examination by: Feshan
Haines A5
Deiss

Specimens submitted for examination

GLT7 One envelope postmarked "of Chicago Ill. Apr 10 1931 12 M", bearing a
two-cent postage-tax stamp.

GLT8 Accompanying typewritten letter beginning "You are notified to put....",
bearing four red signatures and seven of the "Harry and George ate"-type
commercial contracts.
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Attention: Technical Laboratories

Re: UNKNOWN SUBJECTS

Local Loan Company, et al.
Victims Extortion

Transmitted herewith are the following items which were received by Mandel Brothers Department Store, Chicago, Ills, on April 14, 1941 and brought to this office by Edwin Johnson of the law firm of Taylor, Miller, Buch & Boydon, Chicago Attorneys. Envelope addressed in typewriting to
Leon Mandel of Mandel Bros,
State-Jackson St.
Chicago

The envelope bears a 2-cent postage due stamp, the cancellation date of which is illegible. On the back of the envelope appears some addition in pencil, the significance of which has not yet been determined.

Accompanying letter, which is a typed carbon, is headed

Chicago April 14-41

You are notified to place before next Friday morning in the office of Gen. M. Wood Sears Roebuck CO.

The Terrible Hitler-Spain-Novo-Mikado America
First Committee Chas. Lindbergh president Gen. Robert Wood.

The face of the letter bears four red swastikas, a banner and single emblem. It is requested that

9-3285-15

2 APR 21 1941
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI.
April 18, 1941

Document examination be given both letter and envelope and
that both be processed for latent fingerprint impressions.
If any impressions be found, it is requested that they be
compared with all latent fingerprints previously developed
on this case and this office be advised of the results.

The evidence may be retained in the files of the Bureau.

Very truly yours,

W. A. Dowerman

K. S. Devereaux

Special Agent in Charge
April 30, 1941

Special Agent in Charge
Chicago, Illinois

Mr. VICTORIES SUBSTANTIVE
LOCAL LOAN COMPANY, et al
VICTIMS, ET AL.

Dear Sirs:

Reference is made to your letter of April 26, 1941, transmitting the following listed specimens for examination in connection with the above-named case:

Q 277 One envelope addressed to "Leo Mandel of Mandel Bros., State-Madison St., Chicago." The postmark on this envelope is obliterated.

Q 298 Accompanying typewritten note beginning "You are notified to please return Friday....".

You are advised that the specimens were chemically treated for the development of latent impressions but none of value could be developed.

You are being separately advised as to the result of the laboratory examination conducted.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover
Director

[Redacted]
Examination requested by: Chicago
Date of reference communication: Letter of 2-12-41
Examination requested: Document - Fingerprints
Result of examination:

Specimens submitted for examination:

(237) One envelope addressed to "Leno Mankel of Jewelers, State-Medina, 862 Chicago". The postmark on this envelope is obliterated.

(238) Accompanying handwritten note beginning "You are notified to please before next Friday..."
Letters received by Texas Legislature criticizing its action in regard to resolution passed Sept. 18, 1941 concerning Col. CHARLES A. LINDBERG presented to U. S. Attorney who declined prosecution as to all of them except one which is a violation of postal laws. This letter containing violation turned over to postal authorities.

AT SAN ANTONIO

The present investigation is predicated on the receipt of a letter from the Dallas Field Office stating that on September 27, 1941 Mr. F. L. NICOLITE, Postal Inspector in Charge, Fort Worth, Texas had received several letters and a telegram which had been received by the Texas Legislature criticizing its action in passing a resolution on Sept. 18, 1941 in regard to Colonel CHARLES A. LINDBERG. The telegram was signed, as were several of the letters, the balance of the letters being anonymous.
On October 9, 1941, the material received was presented to Mr. BOLLEY WILLIAMS, Assistant United States Attorney, San Antonio, who stated that all but one of the letters contained no violation whatsoever and there would be nothing in them on which to predicate any prosecution. The letter omitted was anonymous and Mr. WILLIAMS was of the opinion that the statement contained therein amounted to a violation of one of the postal laws and regulations pertaining to the sending of obscene matter through the mails. He also stated that the telegram which had been received may contain a violation in that the writer stated that he was in favor of starting a civil war. This telegram was sent from Denver, Colorado, and Mr. WILLIAMS suggested that it be sent to the Denver Field Office to be presented to the United States Attorney at Denver for consideration as to whether or not there is a violation at that point.

On October 9, 1941, the letter which contained the alleged violation of the postal laws and regulations was presented to Mr. GEORGE A. GRAY, Postal Inspector, Room 267, Federal Building, San Antonio, Texas who stated that it is likely that this letter contained material which amounted to a violation within the investigative jurisdiction of the Post Office Department. The letter was turned over to Mr. GRAY for further action.

The telegram mentioned above was sent to the Denver Field office with report dated November 13, 1941, to be presented to the United States Attorney at Denver for consideration of its contents as a possible violation of existing laws.

The anonymous letters in this group were forwarded to the Bureau under cover letter dated Oct. 27, 1941 for the anonymous letter file of the laboratory.

The letters which were signed but which contained no violations are being preserved in the files of the San Antonio Field Office.

Therefore, as no further investigation remains to be conducted in this area, the case is being closed.

CLOSED
SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

[Text censored]

REFERENCE:
Report of Special Agent [censored] dated November 23, 1943 at Los Angeles, California.

DETAILS:

At Kansas City, Missouri

[Text censored]

[Letter attachment]

[Signature]

Approved

[Signature]

Copies of this report:

1. Bureau
   2. Los Angeles
   3. San Francisco
   4. Chicago
   5. Los Angeles
   6. San Diego

Copies destroyed

R 257 Aug 17 1961
She has been violently anti-British, anti-Russian, and anti-Administration, opposed to all the draft laws and openly accusing Administration officials of attempting to set up a totalitarian Communism in the United States. She also supports Father Coughlin, ELIZABETH DILLING, LINDBERGH and HAMILTON FISH. She claims that personal freedom and freedom of the press are being destroyed.
She also stated at this time that she intended to boost Charles Augustus Lindbergh for next President.
LETTERS

The News and Courier welcomes communications and requires that they be signed in the author's own hand (not typed) even if a pen is to be published. Letters must be legible, preferably typed. The limit of letters acceptable is 400 words, and if those exceeding it do not appear, no further explanation should be expected by writers. The News and Courier reserves the right to reject any communications.

Politics and Leadership

To The News and Courier:

Recently I have noticed letters from people who seem to delight in slandering and favoring upon Franklin D. Roosevelt and his spineless collection of yes men politicians.

Until our right and privilege to express our views is "rationed" or taken from us I would like to reply, partly, to these slanders and fawlers.

Quoting from a recent letter, "Criticism is sometimes very necessary, but criticism based upon ignorance, personal opinion, unsupported by facts, and prejudice is not only unjust, it is contemptible".

Let the man who wrote that refute these facts and I will take my hat off and say to him, "I apologize, you are a better man than I am, Gunga Din".

More than two years before Pearl Harbor, Charles A. Lindbergh warned Mr. Roosevelt and his collection of tax eating parasites of the air might of Germany.

Lindbergh begged our so-called advisors to warn before it was too late. But "Gunga Din"" and the Air Command lived in the past.

Planes that should to see meant the victory and defeat of the Philippines.

Because the British air superiority in other places, too, is why we have had to take the steps we have.

Thousands of men have been sac-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORT MADE AT</th>
<th>DATE WHEN MADE</th>
<th>PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE</th>
<th>REPORT MADE BY</th>
<th>CHARACTER OF CASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.</td>
<td>11/25/41</td>
<td>11/4/41</td>
<td>FORREST F. BURGESS</td>
<td>INTERNAL SECURITY - C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:**

Subject organization protested action of City Council in Oklahoma City in cancelling the contract for CHARLES LINDBERGH to speak in the Municipal Auditorium. This organization also reported to be taking part in the defense of syndicalism cases involving Communist leaders in Oklahoma City.

---

**Details:**

Investigation of this case is based upon the furnishing of information by the Oklahoma City Police Department by letter dated January 7, 1941 concerning the Defense Committee for Civil Rights and the American Civil Liberties Union which was said to be taking an active part in the defense of the current Oklahoma City syndicalism cases. This organization was assigned to the Oklahoma City Police Department for investigation.

On August 28, 1941, there appeared in the Daily Oklahoma, a daily newspaper published at Oklahoma City, an article which read as follows:

"The American Civil Liberties Union protested against the actions of the city council here in cancelling the contract for Lindbergh to speak in Municipal auditorium. Its telegram was signed by Rev. John Haynes Holmes, chairman of the board; Arthur Garfield Hayes, general counsel, and Roger N. Baldwin, director.

"The telegram charged that the council action 'creates
national issue of free speech which is necessarily protected by defenders of democratic rights.
UNDEVELOPED LEADS

OKLAHOMA CITY FIELD DIVISION

AT OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA, will determine from the Oklahoma City Police Department what additional facts it has concerning subject organization.

Will conduct investigation to determine whether this organization is engaged in subversive activities.

PENDING.
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Author's Husband Airs New Charges

CHICAGO, April 21—(AP)—Albert W. Dilling, embroiled in a bitter divorce controversy with his wife Elizabeth, author of "The Red Network," today asked the Superior Court to compel Mrs. Dilling to produce an accounting of any contributions she may have received since 1935 "from any American or foreign persons acting for any Axis government in spreading pro-Axis propaganda in the United States."

His petition also asked the opportunity to examine correspondence which Dilling alleged his wife received from 25 persons, including Charles L. Townsend, William Ham, Irwin, the Bowery Bandits, Senator George S. Mearns, alleged Nazi agent; Sir Oswald Mosley, the Rev. Father Charles J. Coughlin, and Laura Ingalls the Nazi recently sentenced for failure to register as a Nazi agent.
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Gentlemen:

The clipping was taken from the "Detroit Free Press" April 22, 1942. It cannot this man do more harm than good to our Country while engaged at the Jefferson Motor Company.

Detroit, Mich.

Eligible to Discharge

2 MAY 26, 1942

#245238
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
John Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

My dear Mr. Hoover,

We, 450 members and friends of the International Workers' Order, assembled on Saturday evening, October 18, 1941 at the Masonic Temple Bldg., Chicago, Illinois, condemn the treasonable utterances and actions of Mr. Lindbergh, Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Nye and the America First leadership, who seek to weaken, divide and destroy the American people.

We particularly condemn the anti-Semitic attacks of Lindbergh and Nye, who are closely following in this respect their Hitler model.

We urge that an immediate investigation be made of the America First Committee -- its sponsors, its source of funds, its vast connections -- in order to expose them before the American people and to assure the unity and safety of our country.

International Workers' Order
Lodges 921 and 59
Director,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Enclosed, herewith, is the July 8th, 1940, issue of "AMERICA IN DANGER". You will note that the F.B.I. is mentioned in several paragraphs.

Very truly yours,

G. W. STEIN,
Special Agent in Charge.

CWS/FOA
Enc.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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ENCL. FM
BULLETIN NO. 224. JULY 8, 1940.

THE REAL "5th Column". On July 4, Mrs. Dilling wrote a 13-page letter-size pamphlet, "HAS AMERICA TWO MAJOR PARTIES?" as author of famous THE RED NETWORK and THE ROOSEVELT RED RECORD & ITS BACKGROUND ($1.00, 12c postpaid), and as attantand at Republican Natl. Convention at Philadelphia, she gives factual history of political situation every Christian American should have. Same up our view point that the main job is to keep our own backyards clean and send determined informed Americas to Congress.

She comments: "The Marxist program of planned ruin has been steadily marching on for eight years. While politicians compromise and the people sleep, legislative measures to shock us under iron dictatorship lie ready prepared at hand. France, like us, taxed and bled its billions, sank deeper into debt and unemployment. It, like us, played with coalition governments made up of Radical Socialists, plain Socialists, compromisers and what-nots. It let Red traitors, servants of Marxian and Moscov, into every key branch of government - just as we have done. It had its Popular Front, Communist-Socialist coalition, put over by President Roosevelt's warm friend, Red Leon Blum, the notorious advocate of sex filth. Like France, our Red Fifth Column is in our government France, at least aware of its danger, dissolved huge Red organizations and jailed hundred of its Red government officials - too late. It had noted so deepley that German troops went thru it, and to end, as the it were choose.... France went down under Marxist rot. Will we will we see the truth too late as they did?"

(signed Mrs. Dilling, 53 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.)

Illustrating how such "legislative measures" are being put into effect, Record tells of H.R.10187, a bill to amend the Federal Reserve Act (interstate banking system in USA), which (p.13474) among other things dangerous to our way of living, provides that our (Govt becomes responsible for protecting int'l bankers' property (money, gold, silver, banking paper, etc.) deposited with Fed.Res.Banks, vesting power in State Dept. (Jew-controlled Bill) to determine which foreign Govt is entitled to it, and making our Fed.Res.Banks immune to suits filed against them to recover such property, etc.

This passed the House; and then was rushed thru the Senate the same day. Showing how such important bills are passed without Congress knowing what they are voting on, following by Senator Adams on p.13616 is illuminating: "Mr. President, a few moments ago a bill was passed protecting the Fed.Res.Bank in the matter of payments of foreign governmental central bank accounts. The understanding of the Senator from Michigan, the understanding I had, the statement made on the floor of the Senate, was that the bill as it was passed was the bill which had been approved by the Banking and Currency Committee this morning. It turns out that that is not the case; that the bill which we have passed is the original bill which was being considered yesterday and not the bill which we thought was being reported. It seems to me, under that condition, that we should reconsider the vote by which House Bill 10187 was passed, it having been passed under a misunderstanding; and I so move."

The Constitutional Educational League, (p. 13602) has released 25p booklets "THE FIFTH COLUMN in Washington" which should prove valuable to law makers, law-enforcement officers, heads of industries, utilities, and veteran organizations. Widespread distribution of such factual information would defeat the NUDITATION. Proves by its documentation that our previous statements are correct - that our National Defense program is sabotaged from top down (as in France, et al). It lists names, positions, salaries - up to $10,000 a year - of hundreds of Communists still on Govt payrolls in Dep'ts of Labor, Justice, WPA, War, Navy, Agriculture, M.R.D., SEC, Social Security, etc. (single copy - 25c)

Sabotage thru channels of Govt, Law and Religion, thru controversy, disbelief of officials, preventing law taking its course, etc. Methodist Bishop G. Howard talks at
5-23-40 was elected in Mass. Civil Liberties Com. No suspicions proved this
Communist "front" outfit not only supports Reds, Atheists, etc. but serves as sort of holding
company of absurders of all stripes, and in itself thru numerous affiliates acts as one of chief "pressure" agencies in USA. While here, Bishop Ommes claimed Mrs.
Dilling lied about his affiliations. Obviously, he would not have been made Cham unless
he had previously served as a member. His predecessor, Poland, in his annual report said
that thru correspondence with U.S. Atty-Gen. Robt. H. Jackson he had learned the FBI had not
authorized investigators to attend liberal, radical and peace meetings to procure informa
tion.

Thus the F.B.I. Bureau of Investigation not permitted to get firsthand information re
Reds, etc. Yet same FBI takes orders from Organized Jewry and arrests 17, mostly youths
with Harold Nathan-dominated Edgar Hoover spouting to press that they were guilty of see
ning to overthrow the Govt., etc., with controlled press and radio front-page and editor
izing day after day, the public is programmed to believe that the Christian Front is the dangerous "5th Column." Yet a jury trial proved that the FBI had no case at all. But, in the case the FBI not only attended meetings, but with their hirelings cooked up meetings, taxpayers' money being used to try to get said boys drunk so that incrimination
remarks could be dictaphoned by listening FBI agents. Yes, FBI agents spy on and arrest
CHRISTIANS, but are not permitted to do likewise at "liberal, radical and peace meetings

Bishop Ommes, a false religionist, now heads Civil Liberties Com. that goes to it
that meetings of socialists, communists and ditto-controlled pacifists (all intent upon
destroying Christendom) are not even attended or reported upon by FBI. Recalling that
Comm. the Belgian-British, with Omaha city Harry Monahan its Int'l. Pr. of Des Moines, who
spends much time in N Y. organizing SPIT IN THE NOSE, holds same position in
Iowa as does Ommes in Mass. Both heads branches of Am. Civil Liberties Union which recent
ly went thru motions, with press publicity, of ridding itself of communists. Yet the
7-1-40 action of its chief counsel, Jew atty Arthur Garfield Hayes, further illustrates
subterfuge thru channels of Govt. Law and Religion. He joined with Norman Rosenfield
and Darwin James of the Long-time radical, representing Geo. Raymond,
Communist Party, and began suit in U.S. Dist. Court at New York City,
Somervell, N.Y., WPA Administrator, to reinstate that Red in a WPA
discharged 6-23-40 under provisions of the new Emergency Relief
Acting of Communists and Nazis from WPA rolls. Thus Congress sabotaged by Organized Jewy.

Now, after American jury defeats Organized Jewy by acquittal of so-called CHRISTIAN FRONTEMES (not all 17 were members, but press and radio so designated them), a mysterious bombing (with prior phone threats) at British Pavilion at New York City's World's
Fair, kills 8 detectives, injuring 5 others, and the same Jewish NY TIMES that falsely
crippled in a trial the aforementioned 17 (one committing suicide ? because of the
OGCF or FBI), now front-page 7-5-40 that "17 SUSPECTS SEIZED." Chief Inspector
Louis F. Costumari (Jewy) orders rounding up of anyone "Bandits, Fascists or members of
the Christian Front attending open-air meetings at Columbus Circle. A short while later
17 men were taken from the Circle meetings and other places directly to police headquar
ters, for questioning." How strange that no apparent search made for socialists, communists
and anarchists - many known to be attending schools in NYC learning art of bombing, creat
ing riots, revolution, etc. With so many of NYC police force members or past members of
the Christian Front, is it logical that any would be guilty in such bombing? Looks like
typical Organized Jewy terrorist tactics. But controlled press will hide it.

Jew Moses Leamanberg, publisher of Philadelphia INQUIRER and New York Morning TELE
GRAPH, whose paper a year ago crucified Christian patriot ZEAL. Moses for presenting
facts to DCC Com. proving power and subversive intent of Organized Jewy, was sentenced
to but 5 years in prison (to be selected by Atty-Gen. Robt. H. Jackson - no doubt with due
regard for Zeal's comfort) for evade $1,216,897 in income taxes. But he is to be unmolested in his more or less illegal businesses (race track racket, etc.) so that he may
pay the Govt $9,000,000 plus interest and penalties totalling about $1,500,000 in annual instalments. Weymouth Kirkland, Chief of Leamanberg's battery of 50 lawyers, pleased with
federal judge V.C. Nixbyrcan (to be commended for his bravery) to grant probation, which
if denied, requires poor Moes to serve only 1 year before being eligible for parole.
A fair question - how many convicts in our prisons are serving longer terms for lesser

-2-
All the press and splendor at the Am. Youth Cong is in Murray Planner's New York group and was spurred by Jack McMichael-Jesse L. Lederer and Sadye Hines in control at College Camp, Wis., on July 4. Action looks fact that USA never had an adult-engineered youth movement until Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt sponsored and apologized for such Marxist splitting population-into-groups ala the NUDEM. How many stop to realize that such movements are part of the preparation for the dictatorships (and wars) now being enjoyed in Europe? Ex-boxer Tunney would set a good example for both adults and youth by refusing to front for any part of such youth movement. Obviously such congresses don't pass resolutions warning Americans against the real "5th Column" - those elements subtly destroying all Christendom. Did you take a good look at the faces in pictures in July 5-6 press?

Numerous cases have been brought to our attention that "refugees" get preference over American citizens trying to get home from Europe. Latest case is of 100 embittered Americans and Canadians, fighting volunteers for Finland, who upon returning aboard Finnish freighter Mathilde Thorsten, found "13 Polish Jews with money" occupying all the berths, while they had to sleep on makeshift bunks in the hold, and had to cook upon deck food that was poor. Added dissatisfaction was due to a Harlem Negro, "Col." F. Fechter of Julian, attired in blue and gold uniform of Finland, who had not fought in Finland against the Reds, but had been given a captaincy by Gen. Mennerheim after war was over, also enjoyed a berth because he had money. Quite a racket aboard when ship docked here.

Re "refugee" preference, poor Wm. Green, head of APoF, made a sorry picture at dinner in his honor at Hotel Commodore, New York City, where he said, "The democracies of Europe might have saved themselves if they had been courageous enough to save the Jews of Germany." He pledged support of the APoF for the Palestine Jewish homeland as nearly $40,000 of the $100,000 fund for establishment of Leop. Blum colony in Palestine was raised from the 1,500 persons present. Wonder how many members of APoF that pay in to keep Wm. Green in luxury would approve of his pledge, and of his honoring Leop. Blum, one of chief traitors of France - the same Jew who wrote a book advocating incest? Other speakers were Gov. H. H. Lehman, Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, Matthew Wall, Dr. S. Wise, Dr. Israel Goldstein, Chaim Greenberg, Louis Segal, David Dubinsky and Max Zoritsch. How poor Bill Green must have felt to be so honored by the founders of his rival CIO.

Reminding such preferances shown in all "key" positions. Not only is Pres. of Bd. of Education of New York City, Jas. Marshall, a Jew (atty and officer of powerful organized Jewish agencies, Am. Jewish Com., etc., and officer in Republican Party until 1933), but now the Associated Supt. of NYC school system at $12,500 per year, is Dr. Elia Lieberman, a Russian-born Jew, former literary editor of leading weekly The American Hebrew, and contributing editor since 1931 to the radical school weekly SCHOLASTIC, and contributor to Century, Scribners, Harper's, SATURDAY EVENING POST, Ladies Home Journal, Outlook, NY TIMES, etc. Is it necessary to point out how thus the Jewish viewpoint is impressed upon non-Jews?

Further evidence of "preference" seen in new book FINANCIAL SECURITY IN A CHANGING WORLD by Jewish financial writer, W. M. Finkley, who warns those desiring to hedge against "predicted inflation": "Lay in a stock of durable household supplies, including canned goods, now plentiful." Realize, too, that Jews control food and retail trades. This quotation from July THE BEACON LIGHT (25), which makes some startling forecasts - too many to be related here. Editor Mr. Mulligan, Atascadero, Calif., has made many prophesies which came true. Reminds of our previous admonition that canned goods to go higher. Reminding, also, that already our predicted troubles and inequalities due to the Jewish-controlled FOOD STAMP PLAN now being experienced by the unfortunate on relief here, who will have to wait until Washington passes upon their troubles, again illustrating how we foretold the control over the spending of our own relief funds been taken away.

Another phase of such "preference" seen in Paul Maloney's 7-1-40 comment that FDR may choose Mayor LaGuardia (3-Jew) to be named down Democratic nominating convention as was Willkie down throats of Republicans - both backed by same gang of radicals and Intel-Finance-Organized Jewry. Reminding that a year ago our bulletin predicted that LaGuardia was to be our Dictator, the way things were working toward a climax then. This "preference" exhibited again in FDR's appointment of lifetime-Red Jew Sidney Hillman, who according to Jewish authorities quoted by Homer H. Morris in his new publication DISPATCH (Old Post Office Box 456, Chicago, Ill. - 10y), studied in Russia to be a
"In numerous articles we have told you that the present war was declared to salvage what is left of the European branch of world Jewry. In other words, this is a Jew war; American Jewry makes no secret of this nor of the fact that they want the United States to help fight it. A typical Yiddisher viewpoint on the war can be summed up in the words of Rabbi Louis Israel Newman, writing in the (Jewish) Sentinel of May 29, '42. Says Rabbi Newman (p.12): '...today Jews stand in grave peril of losing whatever they gained at the Peace Conference twenty years or more ago and, moreover, if Hitler wins, the prospects are so black one can scarcely speak of them. If we go down (i.e. the Jews), the democracies go down, but if the democracies are victorious, it is still not certain whether we will be safe... unless the Allies grow stronger, one of the darkest chapters in Jewish and world history may be inscribed and then, of course, there is always the possibility, as a pious Jew declared, that the Allies will cry out 'Yarmulke America!'" (underlining our own - Ed.)"

"...Speaking of the consternation aroused in Jewish circles by Lindbergh's talk (re influential minority trying to put USA into war), Dr. O. George Fox has this to say in the Sentinel (Jewish) for June 6, '40: '...we are told by a friend that Lindbergh's associates in his pre-hero days know him to be anything but fond of the Jews. They would not say that he disliked us, but they were certain that he did not love us.' We had always hoped that Col. Lindbergh was aware of the nefarious designs of International Jewry but we had never been certain on this point until reassured by Jewish periodicals..."

(Peers's DISPATCHES lead us to believe his new booklet ZIONISM EXPOSED worth loot)
May 29, 1910

Pres. T. Roosevelt
Washington, D.C.

Dear President—

I hope you are not misled by Hindlegh, Henry Ford, Krummes of Gales, Scolto, Thrush, Krummes of Montana, La Haugh, and others as Fifth Columnists in this country—also Martin Dies, and the one back of him, Oh, Hartley.

Hindlegh & Ford, for paying duress to the Nazi government. (With they state morally condemned by the rest of the world) and accepting Nazi medals, & to date, not even making a gesture of returning them. Ford for his Chummery with Goering. Hindlegh for his famous speech. Krummes for his high praise of Nazi government after his trip there. Of course, for his own American propaganda.
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NAZIS PRIME LINDBERGH FOR U. S. FUHRER

(Special to the Record)
NEW YORK, Dec. 23—The Nazis have put out a place for Charles A. Lindbergh... as "Fuhrer of the United States." As the "Lone Eagle" became a "German Eagle," with the official decoration of the Nazi government, Hitler's plans for the aviator were recalled here today.

In a press interview at Long Island in September, 1937, Herman Schwartzman, Bund official, declared:

"Lindbergh left for Europe not simply for a trip. He was sent there on a special mission—to study the situation in Europe and to acquaint himself with the methods of government in the fascists states."

"Lindbergh will return to the United States at a definitely appointed time and will undertake the leadership of our party."
Sept. 27th, 1939

F B I
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen:

Attached is a letter taken from the Valley Morning Star of to-day. It occurs to me that this should be filed and this man watched as this man is surely a "Hitlerite" of the worse type. This for your information. The man referred to as being in agreement is a man who talked over Radio Station KRGV and his name can be secured from that source. If this does not come within your jurisdiction, then please pass it on to the intelligence department of the Army or the proper bureau of the Treasury Department.

Yours very truly,

[Handwritten and redacted text]
TO THE EDITOR:

Just want to let you know that I enjoyed the talk made by a gentleman from McAllen Saturday night about 7:30 o'clock. This man looks at the situation exactly the way I see it. Am sorry I did not get his name. He is one of the few that analyzes the whole thing in the light of reason and logic. There are two sides to every argument, but the great majority are influenced wholly by propaganda.

I like your editorials as a whole pretty well, just as I did Carl Magee's, but listen, the Fuehrer of the great German nation is not a brag-gart of the beer halls, he does not drink nor smoke and thereby sets a fine example to the youth of his country.

You believe in God? Well perhaps we let Him do the judging, not use. Maybe Mr. Hitler was created by Him, too, hey? Yes, perhaps Almighty God has something to do with this whole business.

Listen, there was a time when Germany waited and waited for the promised disarmament of those that made her disarm, she was waiting for them to throw their murder instruments away, too. But alas, they proved to be nothing but hypocrites and liars. Yes, instead they created larger and larger armaments, used the money they owed America to build an iron ring around Germany, arming the little entities, Poland, and then tried to make a military alliance with terrible Russia. Oh yes, sure Russia, too, was a Democracy by then.

But wait, when Germany beat them to it, oh horror of horrors. Stalin and Hitler, a couple of gangsters as proclaimed by the son of our president, Elliot Roosevelt. Of consistency how rare art thou. But enough is enough. Yes, oh yes, let's keep America out of the game of hypocrisy and murder business. Once was enough. Let's have more men like Charles Lindberg and the McAllen man. Let's be really neutral.

Raymondville.

WM. KRANSE.
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:-

I have some information which may be of value to you in connection with your investigation.

The Information,

His confidential story is that...

and... charles lindebergh, and a...

are going to take over the government in a short time. The things are planned for the jews - if any of these other three take the leadership. If he gets it, things will go hard only for the bad jews. He told this to a jewish friend of mine.
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

January 2, 1940

Special Agent in Charge
New York City, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

Please be advised that an unknown individual telephonically contacted the Chicago office and stated that a man by the name of has presently giving talks on Nazi National Socialism in New York City. The informant advised that he believed was connected in some way with the German government.

The unknown informant further advised that Mr. CHARLES LINDBERGH is presently furthering a Socialist movement in the east and that there has been some comment in the Socialist Party mentioning Col. LINDBERGH as a candidate for President of the United States.

This information is being furnished your office for whatever value it might have and any action deemed appropriate in the premises.

Very truly yours,

F. S. DEVEREAUX,
Special Agent in Charge.

cc-Bureau

RECORDED & INDEXED

FEDERAL PROSECUTION
JAN 4 1940
U.S. DISTRICT COURT
A book called "The Voice of Destruction" by Hermann Masse quoted about the United States, "Hitler had his firm prejudice, opinion which no argument could shake. This opinion was that the North America would never take part in the European War against England and that, with her millions of unemployed the United States might on a brink of a revolution from the outbreak of which only Hitler could save her."

Later, however, I had frequent occasions to hear the same view expressed.

"Nothing will be easier than to produce a bloody revolution in North America." Goebbels interposed "No other country has so many social racial tensions. We shall be able to play on many strings there. The America of today will never again be a bar to us." * * * * * * "It is a mistake to assume that it was a danger to us in the last war." Hitler remarked crossly. "Compared with the British and French, the Americans behaved like clumsy boys... (I guarantee, gentlemen, that at the right moment a new America will exist as our strongest supporter when we are ready to take the stride into overseas space.)" "We have the means of awakening this nation in good time," he added after a pause. "There will be no new Wilson arising to stir up America against us."

This is a quotation from a book and a German who-understand Americans.

Naturally Colonel Lindberg should realize this country has some "hysterical chatter of invasion", but this chatter is more the fear of German propaganda, undermining this great Nation thru Agents and organisations - many of which must already exist, holding positions of security and prominence in this country. By their subtle influence and lies - they persuade the unsuspecting man to admire these aggressive murderers. Germans not permitted to think for themselves, submissively allow their ruthless leaders - thru promises of gain and fame - to lead them to plunder - to kill and devastate homes of inn families of patriotic peace-loving countries.

Colonel Lindberg says "American Meddling". It seems to America has not meddled enough against Aggressors, but America has proven to herself that she could not come forward a great united powerful nation. As inexperienced children who stand and gaze - watching their parent countries die..."
Indecisive children, who turn away from plunder and murder. -- At least thru watching this dreadful catastrophe America is only now vaguely realising her own weakness, her own unpreparedness.

I saw the Englishmen leaving for the front unequipped mentally and physically, -- a nation that wanted to live peacefully in little houses with gardens, and forget war ever existed. What happened to the English Intelligence Department and Scotland Yard is beyond comprehension. Stanley Baldwin is greatly responsible for Great Britain's unpreparedness.

In the summer of 1938 I visited Greece and Yugo Slavia. There motoring thru small remote villages -- the children giving Nazi salutes. I found out in these centers there was a German physical culture instructor, giving an hour of exercises and an hour of lecture.

A German maid I had in London last summer told me it was compulsory in Germany for men, women, and children to attend daily one hour of exercises and a hour of propaganda lectures for mind training. -- The mental training of our America citizens is most important as a part of preparedness against uprisings and revolutions that may take place, if Germany wins this War. Preparedness against mental confusion -- indecisiveness and panic, preparedness for the unthinking American who is influenced and contaminated by being thrown in contact with foreign agents or the harmless commercial traveller.

Complete organisation and training for the United States to think straight and clearly should take place. Perhaps two or three times a week a not too long national letter could be sent and read at all clubs, meetings, organisations, etc. If this is impractical then the radio should be brought to use. The people to listen 8 or 10 minutes each evening for a national-wide broadcast by the Government, told to watch for un-American propaganda, and only when one is certain it should be reported. If Germany wins the war -- this country should not be totally free until she is strong enough to find complete union. To know and understand that as citizens of this U.S.A. there will be no allowance for internal troubles.

I feel definitely I can be of some use.

Yours truly,

If not in this country -- then in Europe, where I have lived many years (London mostly) I could carry messages -- make contacts -- in this private information etc. I still retain my British passport -- having divorced my English husband 3 years ago.
Mayflower Hotel

My dear Mr. Hoover,-

I brought a letter of introduction from you yesterday. As far as that went it seems to have done very little good. I dictated the following yesterday to a typist in the hotel.

A book called "The Voice of Destruction" by Hermann Hauschning quoted about the United States, "Hitler had his firm preconceived opinion which no argument could shake. This opinion was that North America would never take part in the European War again, and that, with her millions of unemployed the United States was on a brink of a revolution from the outbreak of which only Hitler could save her."

Later, however, I had frequent occasions to hear the same view expressed.

"Nothing will be easier than to produce a bloody revolution in North America." Goebbels interposed "No other country has so many social racial tensions. We must be able to play on many strings there. The America of today will never again be a danger to us." * * * "It is a mistake to assume that it was a danger to us in the last war." Hitler remarked crossly. "Compared with the British and French, the Americans behaved like clumsy boys. - etc. - (I guarantee, gentlemen, that at the moment a new America will exist as our strongest supporter when we are ready to take the stride into overseas space.) -- "We have the means of awakening this nation in good time," he added after a pause. "There will be no new Wilson arising to stir up America against us."

This is a quotation from the book pages 69-71

Naturally Colonel Lindberg should realize this country has some "hysterical chatter of invasion", but this chatter is mere the fear of German propaganda, undermining this great Nation thru Agents and agitators - many of which must already exist, holding positions of security and prominence in this country. By their subtle influence and lies - they persuade the unsuspecting man to admire these aggressive murderers. Germans not permitted to think for themselves, submissively allow their ruthless leaders thru promises of gain and flattery, to lead them to plunder - to kill and devastate homes of innocent families of patriotic peace-loving countries.
Colonel Lindberg says "American Meddling." It seems to me America has not meddled enough against Aggressors. But America has proven to herself that she could not come forward as a great united powerful nation. As inexperienced children who stand and gaze — watching their parent countries die — indecisive children, who turn away from plunder and murder. — At least thru watching this dreadful catastrophe America is only now vaguely realizing her own weakness, her own unpreparedness. I saw the Englishmen leaving for the front unequipped mentally and physically, — a nation that wanted to live peacefully in little houses with gardens, and forget war ever existed. What happened to the English Intelligence Department and Scotland Yard is beyond comprehension. Stanley Baldwin is greatly responsible for Great Britain's unpreparedness.

In the summer of 1938 I visited Greece and Yugo Slavia. There motoring thru small remote villages — the children giving Nazi salutes. I found out in these centers there was a German physical culture instructor, giving an hour of exercises and an hour of lecture.

A German maid I had in London last summer told me it was compulsory in Germany for men, women and children to attend daily one hour of exercises and a hour of propaganda lectures for mind training. — — — The mental training of our America citizens is most important as a part of preparedness against uprisings and revolutions that may take place, if Germany wins this War. Preparedness against mental confusion — indecisiveness and panic, preparedness for the unthinking American who is influenced and contaminated by being thrown in contact with foreign agents or the harmless commercial traveller. Complete organization and training for the United States to think straight and clearly should take place. Perhaps two or three times a week a not too long national letter could be sent and read at all clubs, meetings, organizations, etc. If this is impractical then the radio should be brought to use. The people to listen 8 or 10 minutes each evening for a nation-wide broadcast by the Government, told to watch for un-American propaganda, and only when one is certain it should be reported. If Germany wins the war — this country should not be totally free until she is strong enough to find complete unison. To know and understand that as citizens of this U.S.A. there will be no allowance for internal troubles.
May 26, 1940

RECORDED & INDEXED
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
NASH. C. C.
MAY 27, 1940
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

To: Hon. Sir,

Agreeing while

Sincerely yours,

Senator Byrnes of S. Carolina,

Hon. Clay, Col. Crav. &

Hindbergh move a beer

As a Fifth

Column menace.

Ted since Dr. John A

We are as readily an

accord with Col. Chas A

Lincoln, I move

suggest an Eagle Eye.
It turned on war too.
The Irish article suggested Citizens of U.S. A.
help fight Fifth Column
forces than had from page notice for that
is of vital importance
for too many Germans are here in our Country
for our own, good.
May God ban our Country
from the dreadfully invar
that befall non-Communist
European Countries.
May God also aid, and
speed the work, the
F.B.I. are so effectively
Carrying on.
Sincerely
B7C
Federal Bureau of Investigation  
Washington, D. C.

Mr. Edgar Hoover,  
Dear Sir:—

Please watch [redacted] and Charles Lindbergh closely.  
If they are not out and out fifth columnists they are serving the same purpose as far as Hitler is concerned.

Do be vigilant, nothing is too low for the Germans the Republican Roosevelt haters to attempt. They would cut off noses to spite their faces.

Respectfully yours,

[signature]

Signed:

[redacted]
The majority of postal employees, some 1500 unfits, psychopaths, dementer degenerate jackals who secured their positions through political intervention. The case of the postal clerk and many others of like type. In Philadelphia, they who wrote Miss Lily's pan letters of a dementer nature yet possibly through politics managed to escape once. That is why the entire postal system, which is nothing but a hambles, must be thoroughly overhauled. There is potential calamity and dynamite of a threatening nature to our government in nearly every postmaster of town, municipal, state, foreign, assistant, supreme, or carriers, truck drivers, parcel post deliverers, laborers, and sub. Every employee must be questioned as to the country of parent birth, whether in case of German descendants there any relatives no matter how distant related in Germany. And other relatives in this country. The Von Bohla System originated by Von Bohla in Berlin states specifically and especially that every German, regardless of where he or she may reside, owe allegiance first to Germany, then whatever is left, to the country of present residence. Von Bohla has the name of every German in every foreign country. Once the name is then Von Bohla send a letter to the Nazi consul or attach, bidding him to contact the Nazi in the country.
REX HELD 13 HOURS
BY BRITISH SEARCH

Delay at Gibraltar While Mail
Was Seized Is Based on
Her Arrival Here

YARDLEY HEAD ON BOARD

Says Business in England Is
Good—Von Opel, Seized
Previously, Arrives

The Rex of the Italian Line
docked at Pier 82, North River,
last evening with 1,160 passengers
from Genoa, Naples and Gibraltar.

Ship's officers told of a thirteen-
hour delay at Gibraltar, during
which British officials seized a
quantity of mail, returned other
mail that had previously been taken
off other Italian ships and ques-
tioned fifty German refugees among
the passengers.

Mail seized consisted of 193
sacks of registered mail, 420
sacks of regular

The British officers also
seized 181 postcards and 70
letters which they found in various
mail boxes on the ship. Mail returned
was composed of 43 sacks of regis-
tered, 59 sacks of ordinary
and 399 sacks of parcel

Thornton Gardner, president of
the Yardley Company of London,
arrived on the liner accompanied
by Mrs. Gardner to spend
four weeks in this country.

Mr. Gardner said that business
was better in London and England
generally than it had been for some

SAYS NAZIS WILL WIN

Fritz von Opel arriving on the
Rex yesterday.

money in transit; employment in a
labor dispute at private guards
known to have been drilled in
bombing, as well as another
weapon; occupation of indus-
trial munitions.

Ottawa, May 27 (AP).—Officials
of the Dominion Bureau of Statis-
tics estimated that about 300,000
Canadians in the United States

"I have been out of touch with
current events on board ship
nearly two weeks," he added.

Another passenger was Fritz
von Opel, former German automo-
manufacturer. He was taken
the British liner Conte di Savoia.

The German industrialist
sold his automobile factory in
Germany in 1933. General Moto
said he was traveling on a pa-
port issued by the Principality
of Liechtenstein, which is under
the jurisdiction of the Govern-
ment of Switzerland. He explained
that he was living in Switzerland
since he had sold his factory, and
had been elected by the Liechtenstein
assembly as President of his own
parliament for the next year.

Mr. von Opel said he was
back for eight days in a detention
barracks at Gibraltar. Because of a

injury, he was transferred to th
medical hospital where he spent th
next eight days before boarding the
Rex. He asserted need and anxiety
that the British were questioning all persons of
German birth.

"Germany's chances of winning
the present war are about 6 to 1 in
favor," he said. "They are
unbelievably strong. I base
this estimate on evidence of their
overwhelming military, their
vast armament industry and the
strategic superiority which they
have.

Miss Kyllikki Pohjola, member of
the Finnish Parliament and second
in command of the Finnish Relief
Commission, arrived to report on

the Finnish conditions to Herbert
Moorer. She said conditions in post-
war Finland were very bad.

Also aboard the Rex was Marcel
Oliver, Commissioner General of
the French Pavilion at the New
York World's Fair. Mr. Oliver
declared that his mission was one
of peace and had as its object the
improvement of Franco-American
relations.

Other passengers included Vin-
cenzo Marsacapo, Italian Commis-
rioner General in the Fair; Count
L. Del Balzo di Caprignano and
Adolfo Alessandri, commis-
rioners. Commissioners Alessandri
will discuss many of the problems with the British officials
in Washington. Another passenger
was Selmit Brostien, Icelande
Minister to Denmark.
Refugees

A Belgian boy and his baby sister crowded together in a carriage containing family belongings. Children like these lost their lives when German Stukas bombed and strafed refugee-filled roads.

5-28-40
MUSSOLINI'S PERSONAL PHYSICIAN ARRIVES IN NEW YORK
Dr. Giuseppe Bastianelli with his wife (center) and her nurse aboard the Italian liner Conte di Savo yesterday. Mrs. Bastianelli was born in Philadelphia.

1,065 ARRIVE HERE ON CONTE DI SAVOIA

Italian Ship is First Since the War Began to Escape Tie-Up at Gibraltar

One thousand and sixty-five passengers arrived here from Europe yesterday on the Italian liner Conte di Savoia, the first Italian liner to pass through Gibraltar waters since the war began without detaining and searching by British authorities at the gateway to the Mediterranean.

The passengers included 551 citizens of the United States and about 600 refugees from Central Europe. Among those abroad were Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Copley Thaw of New York, who have been hunting for nearly a year in Persia, Afghanistan and India, traveling in their richly outfitted "land yacht," and Dr. Giuseppe Bastianelli, former physician to the Italian Royal House.

The Thaws returned with 200,000 feet of color film as a record of their trip, the highlight of which was an attack on Mrs. Thaw by an enraged tiger at Assam, India. She was not wounded, but emerged shaken and scratched by bristles after a wild ride in which the elephant on which she was mounted outran the tiger.

"I was out after a tiger," Mrs. Thaw said, "in the jungle the elephant apparently nearly stopped on the tiger, which immediately charged. My life was saved by my husband."
CIO Fights War Work for Ford

Detroit, May 27 (AP).—President R. J. Thomas of the United Automobile Workers (CIO) today called upon the Ford and other defense contractors to employ skilled workers and sympathizers to form the shop, sell the desperate, only for the help of fellow man. Only because we helped others. No one can build a better world. It's up to us to work together.

Ford Gets Set to Build U.S. 1,000 Planes a Day

DETROIT, May 28 (AP).—Henry Ford said today that he would make 1,000 planes a day. "If and when the United States is ready to start building planes, Ford Motor Company will produce 1,000 planes a day," he said.

Britain Holds Aliens

London, May 27 (AP).—Trains packed with enemy aliens rolled toward concentration camps today. The authorities cleared the London area of all German and Austrian men and women, many of whom had been allowed to restrict their liberty. Striking swiftly to fortify against a "Trojan horse" invasion, 1,000 deportees rounded up to 1,000 alien women, including domestic servants, in London, and sent them to internment camps on the Isle of Man, in the Irish Sea, 30 miles west of England. It was estimated that approximately 11,000 aliens of both sexes between the ages of 16 and 60 had been interned there.

War Airmen Honor to

PARIS, May 28 (INS).—The French and Air Association of American Volunteers, a group of combatants in the French Army from 1914-1918, today erected a memorial to Charles A. Lindbergh from honorary membership because of his recent speech criticizing President Roosevelt's defense plan.

An official announcement said: "In a moment of enthusiasm. It was mistaken but understandable, the title of honorary member of the Lafayette Escadrille was conferred upon Charles A. Lindbergh. The title of honorary member is granted to those who rushed to the defense of France in 1914, the French and American associations representing in Paris former pilots of the Lafayette Escadrille, have decided to withdraw from Charles Lindbergh the title of honorary member of that association."
Flight

A pitiful contrast: The herd of cows grazing in their pasture and terror-gripped refugees jarring in their train. From: "The New York Times".
The Wandering Children of Europe

Hunger

And childish curiosity are mingled in this photo of a Belgian baby. Furtively, she keeps one eye on the cameraman while she is fed from a soldier's mess kit.
None Escaped!

You have read the words "horror of war." But no words can bring home the meaning of the phrase as does this picture of a wounded Belgian youngster, screaming in pain. Blinded in one eye by a Nazi bomb fragment, according to British censor, the child clutches a piece of bread.

These dramatic pictures of the tragedy of war were made by News of the Day Newsreel and released by International.
**Washington Merry-Go-Round**

**BY DREW PEARSON and ROBERT S. ALLEN**

(The authors of the column which appears in this space are given widest latitude. Their viewpoints do not necessarily reflect those of the Daily Mirror.)

**French in Desperate Need of Planes**

WASHINGTON.—The French have secretly been almost on their knees before U. S. officials to beg, borrow, or buy more airplanes.

The French aviation situation is desperate. How many planes have been smashed is a guess—perhaps to the French, themselves. But most of their air force on the Western Front has been devitalized. Probably at least an equal number of Nazi planes have crashed, but Germany started with about 18,000 planes, the French with about 2,000.

The French were counting on British air support. Original tactics were for the French to do the bulk of the land fighting with the British reinforcing in the air. This before anyone realized Hitler was going to break through the French lines and head for the Channel.

Now Britain needs her every plane for home defense.

So desperate was France that she placed an order for 10,000 planes in the U. S. alone, and took it as far sighted than was America’s war. U. S. planes are being sent, and a large order is expected from France. The British have even suggested buying British planes.

In the meantime, the French are looking to the Americans for help. They have placed an order for 10,000 planes from the United States, and are counting on that support.

**Smart Birds**

On a recent inspection of the site for the new Navy air school at Corpus Christi, Texas, the names of the House Naval Affairs Committee were on the lips of Rep. William Kleberg’s famous King Ranch. He explained that the congressmen were looking over the estuary, and Kleberg gave them a demonstration of his marksmanship.

As a pigeon flew over his car, he jammed on the brakes, grabbed a rifle, and got the bird. Kleberg’s guests were impressed.

"That’s nothing," he smiled. "We’ll run across a wild turkey and I’ll show you some real shooting."

Sure enough, down the road a wild turkey was suddenly surprised by the road. As Kleberg grabbed his rifle and fired, but this time he missed.

"Bill," asked Rep. William Jackson of Iowa, "how come you can shoot a pheasant on the wing but miss a big turkey?"

Kleberg shrugged. "It’s a hard thing to explain, but a wild turkey is a lot more quick than a pheasant."

So the Congressmen were impressed with Kleberg’s marksmanship, and some old system of buying and manufacturing through middlemen.

**Merry-Go-Round**

REP. JED JOHNSON of Oklahoma, took Roosevelt by surprise, bringing his 5-month-old son to the Executive offices. The President shook the baby on his knee, posed for the parents’ movie camera, and concluded by saying: "This is a treat, Jed. And it’s easy to see from the boy’s good looks that he takes after his mother."... The new Federal Judge for the sixth circuit is sure to go to Tennessee, will be a friend of Senator McKellar... Paul Randolph, New York tax expert, probably will get the next Federal judgeship in New York City... Tom Dewey’s managers leave nothing to chance. Weeks before his Middle West appearances, his managers appear in a city to prepare.
JOHN EDGAR HOOVER
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON DC

PERSONAL
MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR,
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

By reference from the President, there is transmitted herewith

for appropriate attention a letter dated May 20, 1940, from

relative to the speech of Colonel Lindbergh, also condemning Colonel Hugh Johnson and Father Coughlin, etc.

When this letter has served its purpose, please return it
to the Department files.

O. John Roche,
Assistant Attorney General.

Inc. #33469
Complaint against Chas A. Lindberg, states he believes he is a Nazi.

Justice

146-2
And forbid such traitors and nitwits as Brigadier General MacArthur, Johnson and Colonel Lindbergh to write or speak for the public. You can't be able to put them in jail on the pre-application of "t." (What are you President for if you have no power?) There are others should be put away; Coughlin, men, some senators, and business men. So to it: do not be boshfull. Nation is getting behind you. Your S and D th terms are secured. You are not power drunk like Hitler; oh no. You just are taking personnel sacrifices the good of the U.S. A. (That is not I'm telling them, but you and say "crapp").

So you can easily put int solitary confinement Arnold's that want to ruin our country. I send you the evidence. Very sincerely,

Lindbergh to Discuss Air Defense of U.S.
WASHINGTON, May 17 (U.P.) Col. Charles A. Lindbergh will address a Nation-wide radio audience on the subject of "The Future of America" at 10:30 to 10:45 P.M. E. T. Sunday, the Columbia Broadcasting System announced today.

"These accidents are the direct result of incompetency, criminal negligence and almost treasonable administration of the national defense," he said.

"You can't say that about the high

The best way for America to be respected abroad is to be strong at home;" the best is to be strong domestically. The best is to cut out the bloated and give business an opportunity to perform its vital function.

"Ask to be some point," he replied.

"Criminal negligence and treasonable administration" you are Secretary of State, War and Navy.

"If the above could be construed as "treasonable utterance," I am all ready to show how many votes we could gather on the money we should collect upon suing. Come, let's be go-getters.
May 22, 1940

Hon. Franklin D. Roosevelt, President
White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear President:

A few years ago a distinguished American statesman cautioned his people that "the thing we have most to fear is fear itself". Now this same distinguished statesman is swept off his feet by fear to the tune of nearly 2 billion dollars and he would like us to be fearful along with him.

Mr. President, Col. Lindbergh expressed a great truth when he recently said "We are in danger of war today not because European people have attempted to interfere with internal affairs of America, but because American people have attempted to interfere with the internal affairs of Europe".

Mr President, we know where your sympathies lie and not all of us share the same feeling for England and France that you do. We may not like the Leadership of Germany but neither do we have a great love for the stuffed shirts, the Clivenden set of England and the similar group of France, those selfish groups of people interested only in their own game to control conditions in their favor. It is a well known fact that in no other civilized nation, except perhaps our own, will you find slums and poverty such as England has. The common people of England and France (and, yes too, America), have just been thought of as common people. While the few controlled and enjoyed the greatest luxuries of life, the rest were expected to be content with their lot, and many, in these Democracies, as in ours, were existings in conditions that were and still are shameful.

It is our hope should Hitler be successful and do unto the Chamberlain and Churchills what they would have liked to do to him, -- remove them from power, that he will deal kindly with them. Perhaps a just punishment would be to have them live in the slums they felt was good enough for their people, -- on the same starvation rations, (as many of our people have been forced to exist on).

We do sincerely feel sorry for the English and French people, but they are paying for their own stupidity and their blind following of the high hatted "self righteous" gentlemen who lead them.

In a recent address you spoke of the danger to our "Christian Civilization". By what stretch of your imagination do you call ours a Christian Civilization? Do you call a Christian civilization one where people have to live in uncertainty of economic security just because a few entrenched Barons want it so? Is a nation, content to let a great number of its people exist in poverty, a Christian nation?

In "My Day" of May 20th, Mrs. Roosevelt tells of people thinking to know why we could appropriate so much money so quick when we were "reluctant".
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61-7540-7892x
Baltimore, Maryland, May 28, 1940.

To: Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Supervisor, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Subject: 5th Columnists: definite suspects.

With Quisling, Leopold and others of high estate who served in the Cullen list for attention:

5. The average college student and many of the faculties:
6. Most negroes, especially those who are subject to Communist influences.
7. The irreconcilable Irish and the idiots who are still fighting 1776. These people will do anything to hurt England if it means helping Germany to the harm of the U.S.

It so happens I am in a position to learn much of the activities of the Germans in the Baltimore area. If my name led my sources would be stopped, and, without doubt, my family would suffer, especially my son who attends a high school where there are many students of pro-Nazi families. Therefore, I remain anon.

Best wishes.

Since writing the above I've received information. I've been awaiting on a German grocer who lives . This man for years has been vehement in his champion-ship of the Germans and the Nazi in particular. He has been violent and no doubt would carry any order from the German Kommande in the U.S. I think you will find he is linked to the Club or Bund on Pulaski St.